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FREEDOM OF OCCUPATION

FRALEY N. WEIDNER

THERE is no express constitutional provision protecting freedom of occupation. However, enactments affecting occupation, to be constitution, must be found not to violate due process as required by the Fifth Amendment in the case of Federal legislation and of the Fourteenth Amendment in the case of State legislation.

PROOF OF FITNESS

May certain fitness or training be required in order to engage in a particular business? The obvious answer is "Yes," as licenses for doctors,1 color blindness tests for locomotive engineers,2 the fact that a law prohibiting all employment of children under the age of sixteen was constitutional.3 In such type of case the restriction must be a regulation to establish fitness for the position and must not be an arbitrary prohibition. Thus, an act providing that only freight brakemen could become freight conductors was unconstitutional, for it set up no standards that the brakemen must meet, and it ruled out other persons who could just as well be freight conductors,4 and an act requiring that all the stockholders of a corporation operating a drugstore must be registered pharmacists was held unconstitutional.5 Although the right to work is considered an absolute right and not a privilege, it may be taxed.6

With this introduction we can consider some specific problems:

1. HOURS—Can a law limit the number of hours of employment? Such laws have been held constitutional as regards employment in underground mines7 and in manufacturing establishments8 because they are hazardous occupations, and likewise, an eight-hour day for railroad employees was valid as an enactment in control of interest to commerce.9 Acts limiting the hours of labor of women are constitutional, because women are frail creatures and consequently need the protection

---

of the law. Acts limiting the hours of labor on public contracts are constitutional because the State is one of the contracting parties, and, as such, may define the terms of its contract. However, an act which limited the employment of men in bakeries was held unconstitutional, this because employment in bakeries is not a particularly hazardous occupation and men are able to protect themselves. It is interesting to note that the hour provision of the NRA codes and of the original Bituminous Coal Act were held invalid because of an unconstitutional delegation of legislative power. Otherwise, would they have been constitutional? As recently as May, 1940, the Motor Carriers' Act of 1935 was before the Supreme Court. This act authorized the Interstate Commerce Commission to regulate maximum hours for employees. In order to uphold the law the court found that the term "employee" was limited to employees whose activities affected the public safety, and thus held the law constitutional.

2. Wages—Akin to the question of hours is that of wages. Laws have been held constitutional which in many respects affect wages, such as those requiring redemption in cash of store orders, forbidding the payment of seamen's wages in advance, requiring semi-monthly payment of wages, and regulation of commissions of insurance agents, whereas a law forbidding employment agencies to receive any compensation whatsoever was held invalid. Again the Schechter case and the Carter Coal case held the wage provisions of the codes and the Coal Act an unconstitutional delegation of legislative power.

One of the best known phases of this subject is that of minimum wage laws. Many states had passed minimum wage laws, particularly for women. In the famous case of Adkins v. Children's Hospital, such a law of the District of Columbia was held unconstitutional. This was decided in 1923 and was followed in a decision of June, 1936 in which a similar New York law was held unconstitutional. In March

---

19 Adams v. Tanner, 244 U.S. 590, 37 Sup. Ct. 662, 61 L.Ed. 1336 (1916).
20 Supra, note 13.
of 1937 the court in the case of West Coast Hotel v. Parrish,\textsuperscript{23} said that it was time to reconsider the Adkins decision and proceeded to overrule it, holding minimum wage acts for women constitutional. While it cannot be said that the decision rests solely on the fact that the law affected women, there again is some talk about women needing the law's protection.

In April of 1940 the authority of the Secretary of Labor to make minimum wage determinations under the Walsh-Healey Public Contract Act was held constitutional. Again this was on the basis that the government as a contracting party could set the terms of its contracts, the court taking pains to expressly point out that the act is not an exercise by Congress of regulatory power over private business or employment.\textsuperscript{24}

Keeping in mind the rules of constitutional construction established by the above cases and other rules of constitutional law, is the Federal Wage and Hour Law constitutional? To hold so the court will have to go beyond any of its decided cases and possibly overrule some of them. Two cases involving this Act are now before the Supreme Court.\textsuperscript{25}

3. Aliens—Another subject which is of particular interest at this time in view of the defense and war hysteria which is being forced upon us, is whether or not employment may be prohibited to aliens. In 1915 an Arizona law requiring employers of more than five employees to have at least 80 per cent of them citizens was held unconstitutional,\textsuperscript{26} the aliens being entitled to the same constitutional protection of due process and equality as citizens. In the same year a New York law providing that only citizens should be employed on public contracts and that citizens of New York were to be favored, was held constitutional, this again on the basis that the State as a contracting party can name the terms of its contract.\textsuperscript{27} In 1923 an act prohibiting the ownership of land by aliens other than by those who have declared an intention to become citizens of the United States was held constitutional.\textsuperscript{28}

4. Unions—Another phase of this subject which is constantly before us is that of union activity. The constitutional law student will immediately remember the cases of Adair v. The United States\textsuperscript{29} and

\textsuperscript{23} 300 U.S. 379, 57 Sup. Ct. 578, 81 L.Ed. 703 (1936).
\textsuperscript{24} Perkins v. Lukins Steel Co., 60 Sup. Ct. 869, 84 L.Ed. 743 (1940).
\textsuperscript{26} Truax v. Raich, 239 U.S. 33, 36 Sup. Ct. 7, 60 L.Ed. 131 (1915).
\textsuperscript{27} Heim v. McCall, 239 U.S. 175, 36 Sup. Ct. 78, 60 L.Ed. 206 (1915).
\textsuperscript{28} Terrace v. Thompson, 263 U.S. 197, 44 Sup. Ct. 15, 6 L.Ed. 255 (1923).
\textsuperscript{29} 208 U.S. 161, 28 Sup. Ct. 277, 52 L.Ed. 436 (1907).
Coppage v. State of Kansas,\textsuperscript{30} one involving a federal law and the other a state law. Both laws made it a crime to discharge an employee because of his union affiliations. Both laws were held unconstitutional as an invasion of the employers' freedom of contract. In 1930 the Railway Labor Act preventing interference by either party with the organization or designation of representatives by the other was held constitutional.\textsuperscript{31} The charge of impairing the employer's freedom of contract was made but the court in the light of the changed economic conditions discovered that the employees had a correlative right to organize. Further consideration was given to this same question in 1936. The lower court in the case of Virginian Ry. Co. v. System Federation No. 40, \textit{et al.},\textsuperscript{32} had entered a decree prohibiting the company from making an agreement with any other labor organization than the one certified.\textsuperscript{33} The Supreme Court affirmed this, pointing out that it does not preclude individual contracts with individual employees and does not require any agreement at all. This same reason was applied in upholding the constitutionality of the National Labor Relations Act.\textsuperscript{34} This is interesting in the light of the case of Heinz Co. v. National Labor Relations Board,\textsuperscript{35} where the Board found it an unfair labor practice for the company, after having come to an agreement with the union, to refuse to enter into written contract. The Sixth Circuit Court of Appeals affirmed this ruling. Certiorari was granted by the Supreme Court.\textsuperscript{36}

Of special interest to Wisconsin lawyers is Senn v. Tile Layers Protective Union, Local No. 5 \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{37} Senn was a small tile contractor employing one or two persons and necessarily laying tiles himself. The tile business in Milwaukee was done to a large extent by such small contractors. Because of the depression many union tile layers were out of work. The union prepared a uniform contract for all contractors to sign, one provision of which prohibited contractors from actually laying tile themselves. Senn had always done this and claimed that he would be forced out of business if he could not continue. The union picketed his place of business, claiming that he was unfair to organized labor and asking people not to patronize him. He sought an injunction to restrain such picketing, contending that under the Fourteenth Amendment he had the constitutional right to engage in any occupa-

\textsuperscript{30} 236 U.S. 1, 35 Sup. Ct. 240, 59 L.Ed. 441 (1914).
\textsuperscript{33} 300 U.S. 515, 57 Sup. Ct. 592, 81 L.Ed. 789 (1937).
\textsuperscript{34} 34 National Labor Relations Board v. Jones & Laughlin Steel Corporation, 301 U.S. 1, 57 Sup. Ct. 615, 81 L.Ed. 893 (1937).
\textsuperscript{35} 110 F(2d) 843 (1940).
\textsuperscript{36} 60 Sup. Ct. 1102, 84 L.Ed. 1394 (1940).
\textsuperscript{37} 301 U.S. 468, 57 Sup. Ct. 857, 81 L.Ed. 1229 (1937).
tion and therefore to lay tile and that the Wisconsin Labor Law could not authorize the union to picket him in an endeavor to have him give up his constitutional right. The lower court refused the injunction; the State Supreme Court affirmed that, and the United States Supreme Court said the matter was entirely one for the State; that there was no violation of any constitutional provision.

It is interesting to consider the development of the law from the Adair and Coppage cases to the Virginian Railway and Jones-Laughlin cases.

In the first two cases it was pointed out by the court that in exercising his right of freedom of contract the employer used no coercion in the physical sense; the only coercion was economic in discharging the employee. It was held permissible for the employer to use this force against the employee. In the Senn case the union was permitted to exercise its right of free speech in such a manner as to put the employer out of business. Again the court points out that no force or coercion was used in the physical sense, the only coercion being economic.

The law developed so that, as shown by the Virginian Railway and the Jones-Laughlin cases the employer's constitutional freedom of contract is now held to be qualified and the economic force of discharging the employee cannot be used to prevent him from joining a union. Thus, the employer may not now use the economic coercion permitted at the time of the Adair and Coppage cases. Will there be a similar development with respect to the rights of unions? Will the law develop so that the constitutional rights of unions will be qualified as are the constitutional rights of employers? Or will the law remain as it now is: i.e., the employer may not use economic force against his employees or unions but the union (even though none of his employees belong to it) may use economic force against the employer?

In conclusion, it may be stated that generally, complete prohibition of occupation is invalid, but a great amount of regulation of occupation is permitted under various theories of constitutional law and that the current trend of more and more regulatory laws in all fields is also evident in that of freedom of occupation and that there is, and will probably continue to be, a tendency on the part of the courts to uphold such regulatory laws.

---

82 222 Wis. 383, 268 N.W. 720 (1936).